Chung Yuan Christian University－a Model for Holistic Education

Building up Students’ Overall Competitiveness．
Implementing Learning through Practical Applications
Chung Yuan Christian University (CYCU) was established in 1955.
With "education through honest, diligent pursuit and practical
experience" as the school’s motto, CYCU was founded on the Savior
Christ’s love for the world. CYCU has seven colleges－the Colleges of
Science, Engineering, Business, Law, Design, Humanities and
Education, and Electrical Engineering and Computer Science. CYCU
offers 29 undergraduate programs, 31 masters programs, 13 doctoral
programs, and 18 master programs for working professionals.
Enrollment exceeds 16,000 students.
With a firm belief that love is the principal guiding force in education,
CYCU practices holistic education and actively promotes internationalization to broaden students’ international
perspective. CYCU has connections with sister institutions across Asia, the Americas, Europe, and Oceania. The
population of international students currently exceeds 1,400.
Under the leadership of Chair of the Board Pei-ying, Pai, President Samuel K. C. Chang, and the cooperative
spirit of teamwork, CYCU has recently won numerous honors and achievements from evaluations by several
centers ranking the top universities in Taiwan and the world. CYCU will adhere to its ideology of holistic
education, implement learning through practical applications, broaden students’ international perspective, and
realize students’ and faculties’ talents to the fullest potential so as to be capable to devote their best to the
betterment of society.

We deeply believe in the saying “teachers see students’ lights;God sees teachers’ lights”.
CYCU has achieved extraordinary honors among national and international competitions and
evaluations, including 10 ‘first place’ honors among all private comprehensive universities in Taiwan.
◎CYCU ranked among Asia’s top 100 universities and first among Taiwan’s private comprehensive universities by the

UK-based Times Higher Education Emerging Economies Rankings 2015.
◎CYCU ranked first among all private comprehensive universities in Taiwan for the past 4 years by the ranking of the Top 100
Universities in the Cross Strait four-regions by Shanghai Jiao Tong University.
◎CYCU ranked first among Taiwan’s private comprehensive universities by the Center for World University Ranking in 2014.
◎CYCU was awarded the largest funding available to private universities from the Taiwan Ministry of Education in 2013 and
2014.
◎CYCU was awarded the “Best International Incubation Award” prize for the past 2 years by the Ministry of Economic Affairs,
Taiwan.
◎CYCU ranked first among all of Taiwan’s private comprehensive universities in graduate employment rate by 104 Job Bank.
◎CYCU was awarded the “Friendly Campus” prize, which goes to the single most amicable university campus in Taiwan
Colleges and Universities, by the Ministry of Education in 2009 and 2014.
◎CYCU was awarded the first place “Gold Award”, which goes to the best service learning campus among Taiwan’s colleges
and universities by the Ministry of Education in 2014.
◎CYCU was awarded the “Quality Award” prize which goes to only two universities for having excellent counseling for
non-Taiwan resident students by the Taiwan Ministry of Education in 2014.
◎CYCU received the largest funding granted from the MOE through its “Teaching Excellence Project” on February 2, 2015..
◎The CYCU College of Business earned internationally recognized accreditation from the Association to Advance Collegiate
Schools of Business (AACSB) on February 18, 2015.

Give Thanks for God’s Guidance and Blessings

